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June 2019 at Le Bourget, and the Paris Air Show was in full swing.
Simple Flying, a fledgling aviation news outlet with big aspirations,
was there in a team of four, splitting our time running between
press conferences, grabbing interviews, and staring dumbfounded at

FOREWORD
FROM US

beautiful aircraft. Halfway through the show, we were privileged to
make the acquaintance of Jon Howell, Founder of AviaDev, and there was born a
partnership that has blossomed with every year that has passed.

But how things have changed since that
sunny day in Paris. The difficulties
of the past couple of years need no
introduction. The damage it has done
to aviation as we knew it will ripple
through our industry for many years to
come. But we have had enough of looking
back. Just like everyone else, we’re keen
to move past these dark days and towards
a brighter future for aviation.

JUST LIKE EVERYONE
ELSE, WE’RE KEEN
TO MOVE PAST
THESE DARK DAYS
AND TOWARDS A
BRIGHTER FUTURE
FOR AVIATION.

The challenges that faced our industry
pre-COVID have not gone away. Being kinder
to the environment, reducing our reliance
on fossil fuels, promoting equality,
diversity, and a future-ready passenger
experience for everyone – all these things
still exist and, despite the pandemic, are
still at the top of the agenda.

leaders, and cutting-edge technology
companies to unravel the challenges
being tackled by these trailblazers.
Over the two days of our program, we
hope to enlighten, inspire, motivate
and educate on the topics of today
that will shape our tomorrow.

Our event will explore these important
issues from a variety of perspectives.
Together, we’ll travel across the world
from east to west, meeting airline
CEOs, industry experts, inspirational

Join us on this exciting journey,
and be a part of the discussion. All
our attendees are invited to our
intimate breakout sessions where you
can join the conversation too.
GET YOUR COMPLIMENTARY BOARDNG PASS

Feel free to network with likeminded people here today. And don’t
forget to stay for our inimitable
avgeek quiz at the end of each
session – we think you’ll agree
there are some top prizes up
for grabs!
Yesterday was challenging, tomorrow
will be too, but in the words
of the great Bill Boeing, “Hard
work can lick what appear to be
insurmountable difficulties.”
We’re excited to welcome you aboard
for this one-of-a-kind journey,
AviaDev & Simple Flying

www.futureflyingforum.com
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FUTURE FLYING FORUM 2021
Take a trip to the future of aviation
onboard the most exclusive flight in
the world. Safely strapped into your
own comfortable seat, we’ll follow the
sun from East to West, touching down
along the way to chat with aviation’s
leading CEOs.
Find out what’s on the minds of
aviation’s movers and shakers, indulge
in roundtable chats to find solutions
to real world problems and relax
into presentations by some of the
industry’s most innovative companies.

OUR ITINERARY
Day 1: Asia-Pacific and the Middle East
Departing from one of the most
easterly airports in the world, we’ll
head west, passing through Asia and
the Indian subcontinent before landing
in the heart of hub and spoke land,
the Middle East.

JOIN US
TODAY

WHAT TO EXPECT
Leading airline CEOs in candid
conversations streamed live to your
seat throughout the journey. Discover
the latest trends, products and
initiatives at an extensive expo.
Contribute to the discussion in our
targeted focus sessions. Win cool
prizes in our touchdown quiz.

Day 2: Europe, Africa and the Americas
After a relaxing overnight stop in
the Middle East, we will continue our
journey across the world. Our journey
will take us past Africa, through
Europe and across the Atlantic to the
Americas, landing in the far West to
conclude our tour.

Our goal is to connect the industry,
from airlines and airports to
passengers and purveyors in a uniquely
accessible and fun format.
Tickets to our Future Flight are free
but will be limited, so book your
place today:
futureflyingforum.com

GET YOUR COMPLIMENTARY BOARDNG PASS

www.futureflyingforum.com
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SIMPLE FLYING SOARS YEAR
AFTER YEAR
Some key stats from 2021

30
million+

Combined reach of our website,
apps and social channels

Ranked top
1,300 news
and media
websites
worldwide*

2-4
million
*Source: Similarweb.com

50% of our
readers
work in the
aviation
industry

views per
month across
our YouTube
channels

KEYNOTE
SPEAKERS

13M

pageviews
per month

GET YOUR COMPLIMENTARY BOARDNG PASS

www.futureflyingforum.com
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#FFF2021
WELCOME

07:00
A brief welcome to our event with your hosts.

With: Joanna Bailey, Editor, Simple Flying and Jon Howell, CEO & Founder, AviaDev

DAY ONE
AGENDA

OCEANIA

OCEANIA

10th November 2021

07:10

Keynote Interview: LOCKDOWNS AND PENT-UP DEMAND
Closed borders have meant hot competition for regional routes in Australia, and REX has put up a brave
fight at every opportunity. With lockdowns easing, borders opening, and pent-up demand flooding the
market, what’s the outlook for this bold, busy airline as we head into 2022?
With: John Sharp, Deputy Chairman of Regional Express
Interviewer: Joanna Bailey, Editor, Simple Flying

07:30

Fireside chat: CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR AVIATION IN ASIA PACIFIC
With: Philip Goh, Regional Vice President Asia-Pacific, IATA
In conversation with: Brendan Sobie, Independent Analyst and Consultant, Sobie Aviation

07:45

Breakout – PREPARING FOR RECOVERY

Breakout – FUTURE ISLAND STARTUP

Strict lockdowns, slow
vaccination rollout, and a zeroCovid policy have put Australia
in the unenviable position of
becoming one of the last markets
to recover. Brendan presents
his white paper on the impact on
Australia’s aviation market and
opens the floor to questions from
our delegates.

South Pacific startup Fly
Coralway aims to provide
increased connectivity across
the region’s scattered islands,
with plans to begin operations
later this year. We speak to the
founder to find out more about
this interesting startup.

Moderator: Brendan Sobie,
Independent Analyst and
Consultant, Sobie Aviation

With: Olivier Moana BÔLE,
President, FLY CORALway
Moderator: Sumit Singh, Deputy
Editor, Simple Flying

Breakout – ULTRA LONG-HAUL:
AN EMERGING BUSINESS MODEL
ACCELERATED BY COVID-19
Pre-COVID, the aviation world
was abuzz with talk of Project
Sunrise and other ultra-longhaul activities. Has COVID
slowed investment in these
ground-breaking projects, or has
it, in fact, made the business
case even stronger? Explore this
subject with an expert in this
breakout session.
With: Linus Benjamin Bauer,
Founder & Managing Partner at
Bauer Aviation Advisory
Moderator: Tom Boon, Content
Manager, Simple Flying

All sessions and timings published in this document is correct as of 4 November 2021 10:13 am and is subject to change.
For an updated version of the programme, please visit www.futureflyingforum.com
GET YOUR COMPLIMENTARY BOARDNG PASS

www.futureflyingforum.com
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DAY ONE
AGENDA

#FFF2021

ASIA

10th November 2021

ASIA
08:30

Keynote Interview

08:50

Presentation: WHERE ARE THE NUMBERS GOING? – FUTURE TRENDS
Having been one of the regions to shut down first, Asia was also one of the first to begin demonstrating
recovery. But then that changed too, as second and third waves curtailed demand. Where is Asian
aviation now, and what do the numbers tell us about future flying trends?
With: John Grant, Partner, AviaDev Consult powered by MIDAS Aviation

09:00

Breakout – TRENDS – A DEEP DIVE
Love numbers? John Grant builds on his
presentation and dives deeper into the data to
see what can be revealed about the future flying
trends in Asia and beyond. Ask questions, get
involved.
Moderator: John Grant, Partner, AviaDev Consult
powered by MIDAS Aviation

Breakout – THE FUTURE OF LOYALTY PROGRAMS IN THE
AIRLINE INDUSTRY
Throughout the pandemic, loyalty programs became
a lifeline the airline industry needed to
survive. What is the role of loyalty programs in
aviation now and what should we expect to see in
the future?
With: Evert de Boer, Managing Director, On Point
Loyalty
Moderator: Paula Thomas, Podcast Creator & Show
Host, Let’s Talk Loyalty

All sessions and timings published in this document is correct as of 4 November 2021 10:13 am and is subject to change.
For an updated version of the programme, please visit www.futureflyingforum.com
GET YOUR COMPLIMENTARY BOARDNG PASS

www.futureflyingforum.com
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INDIA

DAY ONE
AGENDA

09:45

INDIA

10th November 2021

Keynote Interview: INDIAN AVIATION - WHAT’S NEXT?
India’s popular full-service airline has set out ambitious targets for its future growth. We talk
Dreamliners, destination and direction with the future CEO of Vistara and find out what the changing
landscape of Indian aviation means for the future of flight in the country.
With: Vinod Kanan, Chief Commercial Officer, Vistara
Interviewer: Pranjal Pande, Lead Journalist - India, Simple Flying

10:05

Presentation: INDIA’S UNBELIEVABLE LOW-COST SCENE: THE PRESENT AND THE FUTURE
Simple Flying’s own exceptional route analyst James Pearson takes a look at the incredible rise of
low-cost carriers in India, how they’ve affected the market, and where the scene is headed in the
future.
With: James Pearson, Routes Analyst, Simple Flying

09:00

Breakout – INDIAN AVIATION: WHAT
WILL THE NEXT DECADE LOOK LIKE?

Breakout – THE FUTURE OF INDIAN
AVIATION AFTER COVID

India’s aviation industry has
grown by 80% since 2011 and
it’s one of the fastest-growing
markets globally. With two
experts on the country, we have
a hard-hitting 45-minute chat
about airlines, airports, and
opportunities.

2021 has been a formative year
for Indian aviation, not least
with the privatization of Air
India. Is Jet coming back? Is
Akasa going to succeed? Join us
for this informal discussion on
the future of Indian aviation.

With: Rishi Jain, Consultant,
Jain Aviation Consultants &
Devesh Agarwal, Aviation Expert

Moderators: Pranjal Pande,
Lead Journalist - India,
Simple Flying & Gaurav Joshi,
Journalist, Simple Flying

Moderator: James Pearson,
Routes Analyst, Simple Flying

Breakout – CHANGING THE GAME: HOW
LOW-EARTH ORBIT WILL SHAKE UP
THE INFLIGHT INTERNET EXPERIENCE
Smaller, lighter, faster to
produce - low-Earth orbit
satellites are pegged as the
future of global connectivity.
But what role will they play in
aviation?
With: Ben Griffin, VP Mobility,
OneWeb
Moderator: Maryann Simson,
Independent Aviation Jornalist
and Consultant

All sessions and timings published in this document is correct as of 4 November 2021 10:13 am and is subject to change.
For an updated version of the programme, please visit www.futureflyingforum.com
GET YOUR COMPLIMENTARY BOARDNG PASS

www.futureflyingforum.com
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MIDDLE EAST
11:05

Keynote Interview: MIDDLE EAST

11:30

Presentation: MOVERS & SHAKERS IN MIDDLE EAST AVIATION

DAY ONE
AGENDA

Everyone knows the big boys in the Middle East - Qatar, Emirates and Etihad. While it’s interesting to
look at these powerhouse airlines, they certainly aren’t the only movers and shakers in the region.
Becca takes a look at the airlines making the biggest moves in the Middle East right now.

MIDDLE EAST
10th November 2021

With: Becca Rowland, Partner, MIDAS aviation

11:45

Breakout – THE FUTURE OF THE A380
- DOES IT HAVE ONE OUTSIDE OF
DUBAI?
The past two years have not been
kind to the giant of the skies.
With some gone for good but
others coming back, we ask the
question - what does the future
hold for the Airbus A380?
With: Andreas Spaeth,
Independent Aviation Journalist
Moderator: Tom Boon, Content
Manager, Simple Flying

Breakout – ACCESSIBLE AIR TRAVEL:
AIR4ALL OFFERS NO MORE EXCUSES
Aviation is one of the least
accessible environments on
the planet, with multiple
challenges for passengers with
reduced mobility. But a new
concept in cabin design could
change all that. Will airlines
rise to the challenge?
With: Nigel Smith, Managing
Director and Head of Design,
SWS Certification Services &
Christopher Wood MBE, Aviation
Accessibility Consultant,
Flying Disabled
Moderator: Joanna Bailey,
Editor, Simple Flying

12:30

Breakout – SHAPING THE NEXT
GENERATION OF PREMIUM INFLIGHT
EXPERIENCE
Getting premium passengers back
and keeping them there is a key
challenge for airlines around
the world. Perfecting the inflight
experience is crucial to this.
Explore how American Airlines is
delivering more to its premium
passengers to drive loyalty and
revenue for the future.
With: Clarissa Sebastian,
Managing Director, Premium
Customer Experience, American
Airlines
Moderator: Jay Singh, Deputy
Content Manager & Lead
Journalist, North America,
Simple Flying

SIMPLE FLYING AV GEEK QUIZ
Take part in this online quiz and see if you can beat some of our expert players! Prizes to be won!
Quizmaster: Tom Boon, Content Manager, Simple Flying

CLOSE OF DAY ONE
GET YOUR COMPLIMENTARY BOARDNG PASS

www.futureflyingforum.com
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WE HAVE OUR SIGHTS
ON AN ENVIRONMENTALLY
SUSTAINABLE FUTURE.
AND WE’RE ON OUR WAY THERE.
At Collins Aerospace, we bring an elevated perspective to the industry and our world. And today,
we’re using our unique position to drive innovations that will sustainably grow aerospace – from
lighter materials and more efficient, electric systems to technologies that optimize flight paths
and fuel burn. Because the way we see it, with the right commitment and collaboration, the
global challenges we face today can drive opportunities to create a better tomorrow.

collinsaerospace.com

AEROSPACE REDEFINED
© 2021 Collins Aerospace
Image copyright Michelle Stoddard / Offset.com
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WELCOME BACK

13:00

A brief welcome to the second day of our event with your hosts.

DAY TWO
AGENDA

With: Joanna Bailey, Editor, Simple Flying and Jon Howell, CEO & Founder, AviaDev

AFRICA

11th November 2021

AFRICA
13:10

Keynote Interview: FILING A FLIGHT PLAN TO THE FUTURE - ETHIOPIAN AIRLINES
The benefits of diversification into cargo and maintenance have kept Ethiopian Airlines thriving.
We will share details about the future Ethiopian fleet and what the airline has planned for future growth.
With: Tewolde Gebremariam, Group CEO, Ethiopian Airlines
Interviewer: Jon Howell, CEO & Founder, AviaDev

13:30

Presentation: THE FUTURE OF AFRICAN AVIATION
Africa has all the components necessary to build a robust and prosperous aviation industry. But for
all the potential that exists in the region, Africa’s airlines still struggle to compete with overseas
carriers. Sean takes a look at how the future of aviation in Africa is shaping up.
With: Sean Mendis, African aviation expert

13:45

Breakout – DEEP DIVE INTO AFRICA’S
AVIATION FUTURE

Breakout – HOW DOES HYDROGEN FIT
INTO AVIATION’S FUTURE?

Need more African aviation
insight? This is the breakout
for you. Sean welcomes Simple
Flying’s own route analyst
James Pearson to take a deep
dive into the future of African
aviation - join in and share
your thoughts.

Hydrogen has a key role to play
in aviation’s greener future.
With a goal to fly a regional
hydrogen aircraft by 2024,
ZeroAvia is leading the way. We
explore what’s in the pipeline
for this exciting company.

How do we close the gap
between the development of
emerging future tech for
aviation and ensuring the
necessary infrastructure is
there to enable and support
its operation on a mass public
transport level.

With: Katya Akulinicheva, CFO,
ZeroAvia

With: Tony Carnie, Freelance
Environment Journalist

Moderator: Linnea Ahlgren, Lead
Sustaianability Journalist,
Simple Flying

Moderator: Linden Birns, Owner/
MD, Plane Talking

With: James Pearson, Routes
Analyst, Simple Flying
Moderator: Sean Mendis, African
aviation expert

Breakout – MIND THE GAP!

All sessions and timings published in this document is correct as of 4 November 2021 10:13 am and is subject to change.
For an updated version of the programme, please visit www.futureflyingforum.com
GET YOUR COMPLIMENTARY BOARDNG PASS

www.futureflyingforum.com
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EUROPE
14:30

Keynote Interview: EASYJET’S BLUEPRINT FOR THE FUTURE
We’ll be discussing the interesting partnership easyJet has with Deutsche Bahn, and how this sort of
intermodality could be a blueprint for Europe’s low-carbon future. As well as this, Sophie will highlight
easyJet’s innovative sustainability efforts and its route map to net-zero emissions.

DAY TWO
AGENDA

With: Sophie Dekkers, CCO, easyJet

EUROPE

11th November 2021

Interviewer: Tom Boon, Content Manager, Simple Flying

14:50

Presentation: ULTRA FAN – THE WORLD’S BIGGEST ENGINE
Future propulsion demands will see Rolls-Royce building the biggest engine the world has ever seen.
Get an inside look at this massive engineering feat with the chief engineer working on the program.
With: Andrew Geer, Chief Engineer and Head of Programme - UltraFan, Rolls-Royce

15:05

Breakout – GETTING IT RIGHT DIVERSITY

Breakout – CAN LOW-COST LONG-HAUL
EVER REALLY WORK?

Breakout – SAF - A SOLUTION FOR
TODAY AND TOMORROW

airBaltic is one of the most
gender-diverse airlines in the
world. 50% of its employees
and 45% of its leadership team
are female, giving it the best
balance in the industry. What
can the rest of aviation learn
from airBaltic for the future?

It’s been tried many times,
but to little success - lowcost long-haul is a hard nut
to crack. But that doesn’t
stop airlines from trying we see what’s going to make
these challengers succeed where
others have failed.

Sustainable Aviation Fuels have
a key role to play in the shortterm decarbonization of aviation.
How far can this benefit go, what
are the challenges facing the
sector, and what are the hopes
of one of the biggest suppliers
in the industry?

With: Martin Gauss, President
and CEO, airBaltic & Alina
Roscina, SVP Human Resources,
airBaltic

With: Bjørn Tore Larsen, CEO,
Norse Atlantic Airways & Birgir
Jonsson, CEO, PLAY

With: Jonathan Wood, Vice
President - Renewable Aviation,
Neste

Moderator: Juraj Toth, Managing
Director, AviaDev Europe

Moderator: Sumit Singh, Deputy
Editor, Simple Flying

Moderator: Linnea Ahlgren, Lead
Sustainability Journalist,
Simple Flying

16:00

KEYNOTE INTERVIEW: EMBRAER’S BIG BET ON SUSTAINABILITY
Embraer has planted its flag firmly in the sustainability stand, with some bold commitments for the
future. We dig into the new strategies, new products and new challenges facing this bold OEM.
With: Arjan Meir, President and CEO, Embraer Commercial Aviation
Interviewer: Joanna Bailey, Editor, Simple Flying
All sessions and timings published in this document is correct as of 4 November 2021 10:13 am and is subject to change.
For an updated version of the programme, please visit www.futureflyingforum.com
GET YOUR COMPLIMENTARY BOARDNG PASS
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DAY TWO
AGENDA

#FFF2021

AMERICAS

11th November 2021

AMERICAS
16:25

Keynote Interview: CONSOLIDATION, COMPETITION AND COOPERATION
Viva has shaken up the airwaves with some huge plans for expansion. The coming years will see more
planes, more routes, and more expansion from this ambitious low-cost. But what’s next, and what does the
future hold for Latin American aviation?
With: Felix Antelo, President and CEO, Viva Air
Interviewer: Daniel Martinez Garbuno, Lead Journalist - Latin America, Simple Flying

16:45

Fireside Chat: WHAT DOES LATIN AMERICA NEED FOR FUTURE SUCCESS?
Where is Latin American aviation going, and what do its airlines need to succeed in the future?
With: José Ricardo Botelho, President and CEO, Latin American & Caribbean Air Transport Association
(ALTA)
In conversation with: James Pearson, Routes Analyst, Simple Flying

17:00

Keynote Interview: A BOLD STARTUP - NORTHERN PACIFIC AIRWAYS
What do Alaska, the Boeing 757, and Icelandair have in common? Why, Northern Pacific Airways, of course.
With a plan to connect the lower 48 and East Asia with a stopover in Alaska, this is perhaps the most
exciting startup aviation has seen for some years. We get under the skin of this fledgling carrier.
With: Rob McKinney, CEO, Northern Pacific Airways
Interviewer: Sumit Singh, Deputy Editor, Simple Flying

All sessions and timings published in this document is correct as of 4 November 2021 10:13 am and is subject to change.
For an updated version of the programme, please visit www.futureflyingforum.com
GET YOUR COMPLIMENTARY BOARDNG PASS

www.futureflyingforum.com
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DAY TWO
AGENDA

17:15

AMERICAS

11th November 2021

Breakout – FUTURE NETWORKS: ALASKA
AIRLINES IN 2022 AND BEYOND

Breakout – FUTURE AIRPLANE - WHAT
SHOULD THE OEMS MAKE NEXT?

Breakout – INTRODUCING THE GREEN
PASSENGER JOURNEY

Building back better is all
about picking the right routes
at the right time. We take a
look at where Alaska’s focus
lies for the future.

There’s lots of talk about
the next new plane, but what
should it be? Where should
OEMs be focusing their time and
investment right now to create
the plane of tomorrow?

Throughout the pandemic,
Simpliflying has been a powerful
resource of information with
its daily briefings. Now, it’s
set to turn a corner: Shashank
reveals all.

With: Scott Hamilton, Managing
Editor, Leeham News and
Analysis

Moderator: Shashank Nigam,
Founder and CEO, Simpliflying

With: Brett Caitlin, Vice
President - Networks and
Alliances, Alaska Airlines
Moderator: Jay Singh, Deputy
Content Manager & Lead
Journalist, North America,
Simple Flying

18:00

Moderator: TBC

KEYNOTE INTERVIEW: DEFYING ALL ODDS - BREEZE AIRWAYS
Starting an airline in a pandemic is not for the faint of heart, but for this serial startup king,
there was opportunity to be had in a crisis. We talk about Breeze’s journey since launch, the arrival
of its A220s and what the future looks like, as well as getting this expert veteran’s outlook on the
future of aviation everywhere.
With: David Neeleman, Founder, CEO & Chairman of the Board, Breeze Airways; Founder of JetBlue and Azul
Interviewer: Joanna Bailey, Editor, Simple Flying

18:30

SIMPLE FLYING AV GEEK QUIZ
Take part in this online quiz and see if you can beat some of our expert players! Prizes to be won!
Quizmaster: Tom Boon, Content Manager, Simple Flying

CLOSE OF DAY TWO

All sessions and timings published in this document is correct as of 4 November 2021 10:13 am and is subject to change.
For an updated version of the programme, please visit www.futureflyingforum.com
GET YOUR COMPLIMENTARY BOARDNG PASS
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GET YOUR
COMPLIMENTARY
BOARDNG PASS:
www.futureflyingforum.com

WE HAVE OUR SIGHTS
ON AN ENVIRONMENTALLY
SUSTAINABLE FUTURE.
AND WE’RE ON OUR WAY THERE.
At Collins Aerospace, we bring an elevated perspective to the industry and our world. And today,
we’re using our unique position to drive innovations that will sustainably grow aerospace – from
lighter materials and more efficient, electric systems to technologies that optimize flight paths
and fuel burn. Because the way we see it, with the right commitment and collaboration, the
global challenges we face today can drive opportunities to create a better tomorrow.

collinsaerospace.com
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